Introduction {#s01}
============

In lower vertebrates, the ciliary marginal zone (CMZ), the most peripheral region of the retina, provides the retinal stem cell (RSC) niche, where cells proliferate and differentiate into new neurons and glial cells over a lifetime ([@bib73]; [@bib38]; [@bib26]; [@bib57]; [@bib67]; [@bib50]; [@bib63]; [@bib65], [@bib66]; [@bib60]; [@bib36]; [@bib55]; [@bib24]). Comparative studies of multiple vertebrate species have revealed a gradual reduction in the neurogenic capacity of CMZ cells over evolution ([@bib43]; [@bib4]; [@bib78]). In chicks, CMZ cells continue to add new retinal neurons of restricted types for a short period after hatching ([@bib85]; [@bib18]). In rodents, there is as yet no evidence of active RSCs at the adult retinal ciliary margin, analogous to the CMZ of lower vertebrates, even after injury ([@bib43]; [@bib23]), although the marginal cells contribute to retinogenesis before birth ([@bib49]; [@bib5]). However, increasing evidence suggests that cells at the retinal margin of homeothermic vertebrates, including birds and mammals, might hold the neurogenic potential beyond embryonic development. In the postnatal chick, cells at the retinal margin express the genes that are present in embryonic retinal progenitors and are capable of proliferating and producing new neurons under certain conditions ([@bib85]; [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20]; [@bib22]; [@bib72]; [@bib17]; [@bib56]). In ptc^+/−^ mice, marginal progenitors are able to persist up to 3 mo ([@bib54]). Neurogenic characteristics at the retinal margin of primate species, including humans, were also documented ([@bib21]; [@bib51]; [@bib6]; [@bib41]). Consistently, in culture assays, cells from the mouse pigmented ciliary margin are able to clonally proliferate and differentiate into retinal pigmented and nonpigmented cells ([@bib79]). Similar results also were described in the rat and human retina ([@bib2]; [@bib15]; [@bib7]). Interestingly, cells in self-organizing CMZ-like organoids derived from human embryonic stem cells behave similarly to the CMZ cells of lower vertebrates ([@bib44]). All these results support the idea that RSCs are silenced rather than lost from the ciliary margin of mammalian retinas during vertebrate evolution. Therefore, better understanding of CMZ cells of lower vertebrate retinas ultimately may guide the activation of dormant RSCs in mammals.

In lower vertebrates, CMZ cells are capable of generating both neural cell types and pigmented cell types in the retina, implying that RSCs and pigmented stem cells are in the CMZ ([@bib84]). A recent clonal study has demonstrated that RSCs and pigmented stem cells are actually two distinct cell populations that are maintained independently ([@bib11]). Intriguingly, many genetic mutants exhibit a phenotype where the reduction of the CMZ is accompanied by an expansion of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and vice versa ([@bib82]; [@bib13]; [@bib52]). It was thus proposed that there is the crosstalk during the production and maintenance of both of these stem cell populations within the CMZ.

Genetic-based lineage mapping has shown that RSCs comprise a subset of *rx2*-expressing cells that reside in the tip region of the CMZ ([@bib68]; [@bib81]). The topology of RSC-derived clones indicates that RSCs proliferate asymmetrically to generate one self-renewing RSC and one differentiating retinal progenitor ([@bib12]). Individual RSCs are multipotent, capable of producing arched continuous strips composed of all retinal cell types over time ([@bib83]; [@bib11]). The multipotency of RSCs is reminiscent of embryonic retinal progenitors ([@bib80]; [@bib37]; [@bib83]). In fact, extensive molecular analysis has uncovered dozens of signaling molecules distributed in characteristic patterns in the CMZ ([@bib32]; [@bib82]; [@bib64]; [@bib1]; [@bib42]; [@bib14]; [@bib62]; [@bib10]). The genes expressed in early embryonic retinal progenitors are expressed in the most peripheral region of the CMZ where RSCs are presumed to reside, whereas the genes expressed in late embryonic retinal progenitors are expressed in the CMZ closer to the central retina where the differentiating CMZ progenitors reside. These results indicate that the spatial unfolding of CMZ cells recapitulates the temporal progression of embryonic retinal progenitor lineages, suggesting that RSCs and their embryonic counterparts use similar developmental programs to produce cell lineages ([@bib32]; [@bib81]). This similarity between RSCs and their embryonic counterparts highlights a longstanding hypothesis: namely, that RSCs are simply embryonic retinal progenitors that persist beyond embryonic development, raising the intriguing question as to how embryonic retinal progenitors are specified into the RSC lineage.

In zebrafish, the eye develops from the optic vesicle and optic stalk by evagination of the anterior part of the neural tube ∼12 h post fertilization (hpf). By 16 hpf, the optic vesicle, detached from the neural tube, is composed of the lateral epithelial layer (LL) and the medial epithelial layer (ML). Cells of the ML migrate dorsally and ventrally into the LL such that the ML becomes reduced while the LL enlarges. At 24 hpf, the optic vesicle transforms into the optic cup, with the ML developing into the RPE and the LL enveloping to form the neural retina (NR; [@bib69]; [@bib46]; [@bib45]). Early studies have revealed that CMZ cells originate from migrating cells of the ML ([@bib16]; [@bib35]). However, the precise lineage patterns of RSC generation, in particular at the single-cell resolution, is still missing.

In this study, we developed a Zebrabow-based method in zebrafish to provide the first characterization of cells within the CMZ tip region at an unprecedented spatial resolution. Clonal analysis identified RSC progenitors (SPs), and full lineage analysis of these progenitors uncovered a complete set of lineage patterns through which RSCs were produced. Moreover, we discovered a new set of bipotent progenitors in the developing optic vesicles as the embryonic origin of RSCs. Thus, this study provides the framework of the embryonic development of RSCs.

Results {#s02}
=======

Clonal analysis revealing the cell cluster of the CMZ tip as the RSCs niche {#s03}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

RSCs of lower vertebrates have been thought to reside at the very periphery of the CMZ ([@bib73]; [@bib38]; [@bib83]; [@bib11]). To characterize RSCs, we developed a Zebrabow-based strategy. Individual CMZ cells marked stochastically with the *Cre*-dependent combination of *CFP*, *GFP*, and *tdTomato* were followed over time ([Figs. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and S1 A). Simultaneously, all cell nuclei were labeled by H~2~BPSmOrange, a nucleus-localized fluorescent protein representing the original position of a given labeled cell relative to the CMZ tip boundary ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A systematic analysis of a total of 226 clones was performed from 72 hpf until 14 d post fertilization (dpf; [Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). RSCs have been reported to undergo asymmetric cell divisions, thereby expanding clones while maintaining a constant physical origin at the edge of the CMZ ([@bib12]). We therefore categorized individual clones according to whether a clone stayed in contact with its physical origin over time or not ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We identified three types of clones. Progenitors giving rise to Type I clones ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, Type I; *n* = 41) were the first- or second-position cells of the CMZ. To our surprise, these cells rarely divided and remained at their original locations over time. We termed these cells as dormant CMZ tip cells. Type I clones were also confirmed by the lineage tracing of individual CMZ tip cells using photoconverted Kaede (Fig. S1 C). In contrast, Type II clones, which initiated at the positions arranging from cells 2 to 4, proliferated while remaining attached to the same spatial location in the CMZ where they originated ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, Type II; *n* = 45). These continuously growing clones have been recognized as characteristic of RSCs in fish retinas previously ([@bib11], [@bib12]). Meanwhile, Type III clones, which originated from cells located beyond the first four cells, rapidly detached from the CMZ and formed differentiated clones within 1--2 d, leaving no RSCs behind in the CMZ ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, Type III; *n* = 87). Therefore, these cells were likely to represent retinal progenitors, which have a limited ability to proliferate before giving rise to differentiated progeny ([@bib81]). As expected, if \>4 CMZ tip cells were labeled, the clones entirely occupied the CMZ over time (Fig. S1 B; *n* = 53). Our clonal analysis clearly showed that actively proliferating RSCs were confined within the four-cell cluster of the CMZ tip, and at the very tip, one or two cells were dormant.

![**Characterization of CMZ cells at single-cell resolution.** (A) Schematic illustrating the clonal analysis of CMZ cells. *Cre* mRNA and *H~2~BPSmOrange* mRNA were coinjected into zebrafish embryos (*eEF1α:Gal4VP16::UAS:Zebrabow*) at one cell stage. Starting at 72 hpf, sparsely labeled cells originating at different CMZ loci were selected and followed for up to 14 dpf. (B) Micrographs illustrating clones derived from the cells at the different loci of the CMZ tip region at 72 hpf (the cells at positions 1--4 are indicated from the left to the right). Gray dashed lines indicate the time window between 3 dpf and 14 dpf. (C) Type I clones originated from the tip-most first or second cell in the CMZ tip and remained in their original loci without cell proliferation as observed until 14 dpf (*n* = 41). Tracing of one representative Type I clone is shown until 8 dpf. Type II clones consist of marked cells, which originated from cells that were one or two cells further away from the very CMZ tip. These clones remained attached to their original location while expanding continuously (*n* = 45). One representative type II clone, traced until 5 dpf, is shown. In contrast, Type III clones that originated from cells that were more than three cells away from the CMZ tip at 72 hpf (Type III; *n* = 87) detached rapidly from the CMZ tip and formed differentiated clones within 1 or 2 d. An example trace of such Type III clone is shown from 3 until 14 dpf. Arrows indicate traced cells. Asterisks indicate CMZ tip cells labeled by H~2~BPSmOrange but not GFP, GFP, and tdTomato. White dashed lines outline the boundaries of retinas and lenses. Bars, 10 µm.](JCB_201611057_Fig1){#fig1}

Characterization of dormant CMZ tip cells {#s04}
-----------------------------------------

The discovery of dormant CMZ tip cells was unexpected. Interestingly, from a front view, these cells actually appeared elongated and fusiform perpendicular to the remaining CMZ cells ([Fig. 2, A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Quantitative analysis showed that each dormant CMZ tip cell was able to directly contact approximately one and a half putative RSCs on average ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We then examined whether these cells expressed *rx2*, a retinal identity gene expressed in RSCs and retinal progenitors ([@bib68]). In the transgenic Tg(*rx2:GFPcaax*) line, in which GFPcaax expression is driven by the *rx2* promoter ([@bib35]), dormant CMZ tip cells exhibited no expression of the GFP signal, suggesting the absence of *rx2* expression ([Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To faithfully monitor *rx2* dynamics, we generated a new transgenic line in which a destabilized version of GFP was driven by the *rx2* promoter (Fig. S2 A). This transgenic line showed that *rx2* expression was absent from dormant CMZ tip cells but was expressed in other CMZ cells (Fig. S2 B). FISH further confirmed the absence of *rx2* from dormant CMZ tip cells, which, however, expressed *mz98*, a gene that has been reported to be expressed in the very tip region of the CMZ ([Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib30]). Moreover, these tip cells also had very little or no expression of *tfec*, a gene required for RPE fate specification ([Fig. 2 F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib52]). Therefore, the exact fate of dormant CMZ tip cells requires further exploration. Collectively, these results reveal a set of dormant CMZ tip cells that are morphologically and molecularly (*mz98^+^rx2^−^tfec^−^*) distinct from actively proliferating RSCs (*mz98^+^rx2^+^tfec^−^*) and pigmented cells (*mz98^−^rx2^−^tfec^+^*).

![**Characterization of dormant CMZ tip cells.** (A) Lateral and frontal views of a representative 72-hpf Type I clone (in green) labeled by the Zebrabow-based strategy showing the characteristic cell morphology of dormant CMZ tip cells. (B) 3D schematic of the CMZ tip region, which is composed of dormant CMZ tip cells (D cells; in magenta), RSCs, and retina progenitors (in dark green). (C) Imaging analysis showing that each dormant CMZ cell directly contacts with ∼1.5 RSCs on average. The error bar shows the mean ± SD. (D) In the retina of the transgenic fish Tg(*rx2:GFPcaax::actin:H~2~BCFP*) at 48 and 72 hpf, dormant CMZ tip cells (circled by yellow dashed lines) did not have the *GFPcaax* signal driven by the *rx2* promoter. (E) Double FISH showing the dormant CMZ tip cells express *mz98* but not *rx2*. (F) Double FISH results showing that the *tfec* gene is either absent or expressed at extremely low levels in dormant CMZ tip cells. A, anterior; D, dorsal; P, posterior; V, ventral. Bars, 10 µm.](JCB_201611057_Fig2){#fig2}

Blood vessels are required for actively proliferating RSCs {#s05}
----------------------------------------------------------

The gene kinase insert domain receptor like (*kdrl*) is expressed specifically in endothelial cells of blood vessels ([@bib25]; [@bib47]; [@bib74]). To further characterize the RSC niche, we generated a *kdrl* BAC transgenic line to label vascular structures, and we identified two major blood vessels surrounding the CMZ: anterior hyaloid vessels (AHVs), residing at the basal surface of the CMZ tip region, and superficial annular vessels (SAVs), located at the side of the RPE ([Fig. 3, A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; and Video 1; [@bib40]; [@bib33]; [@bib39]). Imaging analysis showed that the first one to two cells at the very peripheral tip of the CMZ (1.3 ± 0.7 cells; *n* = 12) had no direct contact with the AHV but that the next three to four cells directly apposed the AHV (3.7 ± 0.6 cells; *n* = 11; [Fig. 3, C and D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; and Video 2). This cell--vessel association again supports the distinction between dormant CMZ tip cells and RSCs.

![**Blood vessels are required for actively proliferative RSCs.** (A) Schematic of the design of BAC transgene *kdrl:mCherrycaax*. The initiation codon ATG was used. (B) 3D illustration (frontal and lateral views) of blood vessels (in magenta) in the eye of the transgenic fish line Tg(*rx2:GFPcaax::kdrl:mCherrycaax*). SAVs and AHVs surround the CMZ tip region. (C) A high-resolution image of a four-cell cluster of the CMZ tip region that is associated with the local blood vessels. (D) Quantification, measured by the physical cell positions of the CMZ tip region, showing that the second to fourth cells (*n* = 11) often directly associated with the local blood vessel (AHV), whereas dormant CMZ tip cells did not (*n* = 12). (E) 3D representation of the blood vessels in control eyes and eyes treated with 50 nM Ki8751 at 36, 48, and 72 hpf. (F) Representative images of the CMZ labeled in the Tg(*rx2:GFPcaax*) with the treatment of 50 nM Ki8751 at 5 and 8 dpf showing the reduction of the CMZ. Insets represent the enlarged CMZ. (G) Quantifications of eye diameters in embryos with or without Ki8751 treatment show a significant reduction of the eye size in the treated embryos at 72 hpf onwards. The p-values in groups of 48 hpf, 72 hpf, and 5 dpf were 0.124, 1.42 × 10^−6^, and 3.1 × 10^−5^, respectively. (H--J) BrdU and pH3 staining of the retina in embryos with or without Ki8751 treatment shows a significant reduction of cell proliferation in the CMZ of the retina in the treated embryos at 5 dpf. The p-values in groups of BrdU and pH3 were 0.002 and 0.001, respectively. Students' *t* test: \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001. Error bars indicate means ± SD. A, anterior; D, dorsal; P, posterior; V, ventral. Dashed lines outline the boundaries of retinas, lenses, and CMZs. Bars: (B, E, and F \[main images\]) 50 µm; (C) 20 µm; (F \[insets\], H, and I) 10 µm.](JCB_201611057_Fig3){#fig3}

To examine the influence of blood vessels on RSCs, we found that transient treatment with 50 nM Ki8751, a potent and selective inhibitor of mammalian vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2), for the specific time window between 38 and 44 hpf could selectively block the generation of the vessels surrounding the CMZ ([Fig. 3 E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Video 3) with the minor influence on the development of the retinas and entire embryos (Fig. S3, A and B). In retinas lacking blood vessels, the CMZ shrank, and at 8 dpf the entire zone was reduced into a narrow band ([Fig. 3 F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Meanwhile, eye size became significantly smaller in the Ki8751-treated group compared with that of wild type at 72 hpf onwards (*n* = 10; P \< 0.001; [Fig. 3, F and G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To quantify this CMZ reduction, we used a short pulse of BrdU, a nucleotide analogue incorporated into newly synthesized DNA of proliferating cells in the S phase, marked 10 ± 10 cells in the CMZ of Ki8751-treated animals compared with 76 ± 39 cells in the control (*n* = 18 slices from six eyes; P \< 0.01; [Fig. 3, H and J](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting the absence of mitotic cells. Consistent with BrdU results, there were significantly less phosphorylated histone H3 (pH3)-positive proliferating cells in Ki8751-treated group (4 ± 2 cells) compared with 14 ± 5 cells in the control (*n* = 18 slices from six eyes; P \< 0.01; [Fig. 3, I and J](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). No cell death was observed in the CMZ as a result of the vessel removal (*n* = 18 slices from six eyes; Fig. S3 C). Our results thus reveal a novel dependence of actively proliferating RSCs on local blood vessels.

Identification of SPs {#s06}
---------------------

We next asked about the cell origin of RSCs. Mapping the early progenitors generating RSCs is very difficult because such progenitors are likely to constitute a very small portion within the progenitor pool. To overcome this, we used a mosaic strategy. The Tg(*eEF1α:Gal4VP16::UAS:kaede*) transgenic line produced mosaic labeling of early retinal progenitors with great variability ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Within densely labeled retinas, we were therefore able to mark a large number of individual progenitors using photoconverted Kaede protein at 24 hpf and follow them at 48 and 72 hpf, then retrospectively identifying ones giving rise to cell clusters of the CMZ ([Fig. 4, B and C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 231 progenitors were analyzed. Retrospective analysis revealed that the second layer of peripheral cells in the 24-hpf optic cups were SPs capable of giving rise to cell clusters of the CMZ tip, including dormant CMZ tip cells, RSCs, and retinal progenitors (*n* = 38; [Fig. 4, B and C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; and Video 4). In contrast, the first layer of peripheral cells produced RPE progenitors (PPs), eventually giving rise to pigmented cells that had the characteristics of dark pigmentation as well as typical pigmented cell morphology ([Figs. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and S4 A; [@bib9]).

![**Identification of SPs.** (A) Individual retinal progenitors were mosaically labeled to different levels in the transgenic fish Tg(*eEF1α:Gal4VP16::UAS:kaede*). At 24 hpf, individual cells were labeled by Kaede photoconversion. (B) Representative images of peripheral cells located in the first and second layers labeled by photoconverted Kaede in the 24 hpf optic cup from the frontal (xy) and lateral view (xz). (C) Representative images of a peripheral cell of the second layer (SP) dividing into one dormant CMZ tip cell (D) and one RSC (S) at 48 hpf and further generating the cell cluster of the CMZ tip at 96 hpf. (D) Representative images of a peripheral cell of the first layer (PP) dividing into two pigmented cells (P) at 48 hpf. (E) Representative images of peripheral cells of the first and second layers labeled by photoconverted Kaede in the 24-hpf optic cup from the frontal (xy) and lateral view (xz). (F) Representative images of a peripheral cell of the first layer (the same cell as in E) producing two pigmented cells at 72 hpf. (G) Representative images of a peripheral cell of the second layer dividing into one dormant CMZ tip cell and an RSC. The dormant cell did not divide further, whereas the RSC divided into two cells (marked by asterisks) at 72 hpf. (H) The dorsal view of the cells in F and G. Asterisks indicate two daughter cells derived from RSCs. White and gray dashed lines outline the boundaries of retinas, lenses, and cells. A, anterior; D, dorsal; L, lateral; M, medial; P, posterior; V, ventral. Bars: (A and B) 20 µm; (C--H) 5 µm.](JCB_201611057_Fig4){#fig4}

To confirm the identity of SPs, we also introduced *nlsKaede*, a nucleus-localized photoconverted protein that conferred better imaging resolution to distinguish cells in 3D space. To create mosaic expression, *nlsKaede* mRNA was injected into the embryos at 4- to 32-cell stages. Using this new method, we analyzed 165 progenitors labeled at 24 hpf. Of these, 44 were SPs, which eventually gave rise to cell clusters of the CMZ at 72 hpf ([Fig. 4, E, G, and H](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), whereas 17 were PPs capable of generating pigmented cells ([Fig. 4, F and H](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S4, A and B). This analysis confirmed that cells of the first and second layer of the 24-hpf optic cup were PPs and SPs, respectively. Of note, SPs' nuclei had an oval shape, in contrast to PPs, which had more rounded nuclei. This facilitated the identification of SPs from the peripheral retinas at 24 hpf ([Fig. 4, F and G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Lineage patterns of RSC generation {#s07}
----------------------------------

Next, we set out to derive the complete lineages of SPs. We therefore collected 82 complete lineages of individual SPs and found that the majority of them divided approximately every 24 h to give rise to cell clusters of the CMZ by 72 hpf (*n* = 76; [Fig. 5, A--C and E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Detailed analysis showed that the cell cycle length of SPs ranged from 12 to 28 h ([Fig. 6 I](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, retinal progenitors of the central optic cup during the same developmental stage had a much shorter cell cycle length of ∼8 h ([@bib34]). Therefore, SPs residing at the periphery of optic cups were a set of slowly cycling cells.

![**Lineage patterns of RSC generation.** (A) Representative images of the lineage pattern I showing one SP dividing into one dormant CMZ tip cell (D) and one RSC (S) between 24 and 48 hpf. From 48 to 72 hpf, the dormant CMZ tip cell did not divide any more, whereas the RSC continued to proliferate into more cells (indicated by asterisks). (B) Representative images of the lineage pattern II showing that one SP divided into one RSC and one retinal progenitor (RP) from 24 to 48 hpf. Between 48 and 72 hpf, the RSC produced two more cells closer to one dormant CMZ tip cell, whereas the retinal progenitor gave rise to two cells (indicated by green asterisks) far away from the dormant cell. (C) One SP cell divided into two RSCs between 24 and 48 hpf, and both of them divided once during 48 to 72 hpf to form the CMZ tip region. (D) Plot for the numbers of different lineage patterns (*n* = 43, 27, and 2 from I--III). Patterns I and II were asymmetric, whereas Pattern III was symmetric. (E) Plot showing the numbers of cell divisions that SPs completed within various time windows, including 24--48 hpf, 48--72 hpf, and 24--72 hpf. On average, each cell finished one round of cell divisions every 24 h. (F) Schematics of vertical and horizontal divisions. (G) Representative images of vertical (d 1 and d2) and horizontal divisions (d3 and d4) at 48 and 72 hpf. The white arrows represent cell migration directions. (H) Plot showing the frequency of the vertical and horizontal divisions within 24--48 hpf and 48--72 hpf. Dashed lines outline the boundaries of the lens and cells. Bars, 5 µm.](JCB_201611057_Fig5){#fig5}

We then asked how RSCs are produced within lineages. In the clonal dataset, we characterized three lineage patterns that were capable of producing RSCs ([Fig. 5, A--C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The most frequently observed pattern involved one progenitor asymmetrically giving rise to one dormant CMZ tip cell and an RSC, which constituted ∼60% of all analyzed SP lineages (*n* = 43 out of 72 lineages; [Fig. 5, A and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 38% of SP lineages involved a progenitor asymmetrically giving rise to one RSC and one retinal progenitor, which eventually differentiated into retinal cells (*n* = 27 out of 72 lineages; [Fig. 5, B and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Lineages in which an SP symmetrically gave rise to two RSCs were also observed at a very low frequency (*n* = 2 out of 72 lineages; [Fig. 5, C and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, 50 PP lineages were analyzed. These RPE produced two reproducible types of lineages. One included RPE giving rise to two pigmented cells (∼64%; *n* = 32; [Figs. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and S4), and the other lineages involved a PP generating one pigmented cell and one dormant CMZ tip cell (∼36%; *n* = 18; [Figs. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and S4 B).

Because the fates of daughter cells have previously correlated with the axis of cell division ([@bib1]), we next asked whether cell division orientation affected lineage outcomes of SPs. RSCs progenitors were able to divide horizontally or vertically ([Fig. 5 F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In horizontal divisions, the division axis was orthogonal to the circumference of the CMZ tip such that one daughter stayed at the original tip position while the other daughter cell moved away from the tip. However, vertical cell divisions gave rise to two daughter cells remaining side by side at the original tip position. According to the topology of sister cells' position ([Fig. 5, A--C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), we examined whether horizontal divisions contributed to two asymmetric lineage patterns, with one RSC being born together with one dormant CMZ tip cell or one retinal progenitor ([Fig. 5, A and B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the symmetric lineages of two RSCs ([Fig. 5 C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) resulted from the vertical divisions. If this is the case, one would expect that the ratio of vertical divisions to horizontal divisions would predict the ratio of symmetric and asymmetric lineages derived from SPs. Our analysis showed that horizontal divisions constituted ∼96% of all divisions of SPs between 24 and 48 hpf (*n* = 73 out of 76; [Fig. 5, G](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} \[d3\] and H; and Fig. S5), whereas vertical divisions accounted for \<4% ([Fig. 5 G](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, d1). This agrees with our results showing that the majority of SPs produced asymmetric lineages composed of one RSC and one dormant CMZ tip cell or one retinal progenitor (∼97%; *n* = 70 out of 72), whereas only 3% lineages were symmetric with the production of two RSCs (*n* = 2 out of 72). This result indicates that vertical divisions and horizontal divisions resulted in symmetric and asymmetric lineages, respectively, and that SPs preferentially underwent horizontal cell divisions (∼97% of total cell divisions). Interestingly, the daughter cells of SPs subsequently underwent a shift toward more vertical cell divisions between 48 and 72 hpf (∼26% of total divisions; [Fig. 5, G](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} \[d2 and d4\] and H). This result suggests that RSCs might symmetrically expand the RSC pool through the vertical divisions shortly after their birth. Collectively, SPs were capable of producing RSCs through two types of cell divisions. Horizontal divisions gave rise to the asymmetric lineages wherein one progenitor produced one RSC together with a dormant CMZ tip cell or retinal progenitor, whereas vertical divisions resulted in symmetric lineages in which two RSCs were produced.

Bipotent progenitors as the embryonic origin of SPs {#s08}
---------------------------------------------------

Finally, we asked how SPs were specified. The coincidence of labeled SPs and PPs in our analysis ([Fig. 4, B and E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) led us to examine whether the SPs shared a direct lineage origin with PPs.

During the formation of optic cups, embryonic retinal progenitors are distributed into two distinct zones, the LL and the ML, which finally develop into the NR and RPE, respectively ([@bib35]). Until 24 hpf, cells of the ML continue to migrate into the LL, thereby becoming CMZ cells ([@bib45]). To address the embryonic origin of SPs, we performed clonal analysis of individual cells in the ML marked with *nlsKaede* or *H~2~BPSmOrange*, the nucleus-localized photoconvertable proteins, starting at 18 hpf (*n* = 182; [Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Cells of the ML proliferated, migrated, and formed clones in different regions of the optic cup at 24 hpf, which included the RPE, NR, and, in particular, the peripheral region of optic cups where future RSCs reside ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Video 5). At 48 hpf, these cells produced three types of clones, including the lineages composed of pigmented cells only (RPE lineages; *n* = 68; [Fig. 6, C and F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), retinal cells only (NR lineages; *n* = 80; [Fig. 6, D and F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), and intriguingly, mixed lineages, which contained pigmented cells, dormant CMZ tip cells, RSCs, and their derivatives (mixed lineages; *n* = 34; [Fig. 6, E and F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, all RSCs were generated by such mixed lineages. The presence of mixed lineages indicates that a set of cells in the ML were bipotent, i.e., capable of producing two sister progenitors, one being an SP and the other being a PP ([Fig. 6 E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Lineage tracing experiments also showed that the cell cycle length of these bipotent cells ranged from 4--8 h, which is much faster than that of their daughter cells, SPs ([Figs. 5 E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6 I](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Time lapse analysis revealed that while migrating, all bipotent cells underwent a horizontal division, and as a result, the leading daughter progenitors became RSCs, whereas the following ones became PPs ([Fig. 6, E, G, and H](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). To look into bipotent cells, we examined the expression of *rx2* and *tfec*, genes specifically expressed in SPs and PPs, respectively, in the developing optic vesicles at 18 hpf. The *rx2* gene was abundant in the LL and became weak and eventually disappeared in the ML, whereas the expression of *tfec* was the opposite ([Fig. 6, J--M](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, there was a small subset of cells in the LL that expressed both genes ([Fig. 6, J--M](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that these bipotent cells were in mixed lineage states and retained the intrinsic potential to produce both RSC and RPC lineages.

![**Bipotent progenitors as the embryonic origin of SPs.** (A) An example of a single photoconverted cell (in magenta) in the ML of the optic vesicle at 18 hpf. Yellow dashed lines indicate traced clones. (B) Representative clones derived from single cells labeled at 18 hpf reached distinct final destinations of the optic cup at 24 hpf, including the RPE, peripheral region, and NR. (C--E) Three types of lineages originated from individual cells in the ML. RPE lineages (in C) contained RPE cells only (*n* = 68). NR lineages (in D) were composed of NR cells only (*n* = 80). Mixed lineages (in E) were composed of pigmented cells (P), dormant CMZ tip cells (D), RSCs (S), and retinal progenitors (RPs; *n* = 34). Mixed lineages were derived from bipotent cells (BPs). To distinguish from neighboring cells, bipotent cells were rephotoconverted in brighter red by exposure to the UV laser once more. (F) Plot of numbers of different lineages derived from individual 18-hpf cells in the ML, including RPE lineages, NR lineages, and mixed lineages. (G) Time lapse of the representative vertical division by the migrating cell in the ML. White arrows represent cell migration direction. (H) Plot showing all migrating cells in the ML divided vertically. (I) Plot showing that the cell cycle length of bipotent progenitors ranges from 4--8 h (*n* = 6), whereas SPs, the bipotent progenitors' daughters, had a cell cycle length of between 12 and 28 h (*n* = 110). (J) Double FISH showing a set of cells in the ML expressing both *rx2* and *tfec*, suggesting the mixed lineage state of RPE and RSCs. Yellow dashed lines indicate zoomed areas. (K and L) Zoomed images of the regions in J marked with yellow dashed squares. Asterisks indicate cells expressing both *tfec* and *rx2* signals. (M) A schematic of the expression patterns of *tfec* and *rx2* in the optic vesicle at 18 hpf. Some cells in the region (circled by dashed lines) express both genes. Green cells, nlsKaede; magenta cells, photoconverted nlsKaede; A, anterior; D, dorsal; L, lateral; M, medial; P, posterior; V, ventral. White dashed lines outline the boundaries of retinas, lenses, LLs, MLs, cells, and clones. The white arrows in C, D, E, and G indicate the migration directions of cells in the ML. Bars: (A and B) 20 µm; (C--E and G) 2.5 µm; (J--L) 10 µm.](JCB_201611057_Fig6){#fig6}

Discussion {#s09}
==========

In this study, we describe the lineage development of RSCs in the zebrafish CMZ in its entirety. The results ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) show that RSCs originate from a subset of migrating cells in the ML of developing optic vesicles at 18 hpf. These migrating cells are bipotent, capable of producing two types of progenitors, PPs and SPs. PPs are able to produce pigmented cells predominantly (∼82%) as well as some dormant CMZ tip cells (∼18%). However, SPs proliferate and differentiate into RSCs via three terminal lineage patterns, including one dormant CMZ tip cell and one RSC (∼60%), one retinal progenitor and one RSC (∼38%), and two RSCs (∼2%). Our analysis lays out a novel framework regarding the lineage progression of RSC generation during embryonic development.

![**Working model for RSC lineage specification.** Fast-cycling bipotent cells (BPs; in blue) of the ML in developing optic vesicles migrate and proliferate into one PP (in black) and one SP (in red) between 18 and 26 hpf. Subsequently, slow-cycling SPs proliferate and produce three types of lineages, including two asymmetric lineage types and one symmetric lineage type. Two asymmetric lineages were composed of one RSC (S; in red) and one dormant CMZ tip cell (D; in black/red; 60% of total RSC-generating lineages) or one RSC and a retinal progenitor (RP; in red; 38%). One symmetric lineage contained two RSCs (in red; 2%). Meanwhile, PPs proliferated and produced two types of lineages, including the lineages of two pigmented cells (Ps; in black; 64%) and the lineages of one pigmented cell (in black) and one CMZ dormant tip cell (36%). Note that dormant CMZ tip cells are produced by both PPs and SPs.](JCB_201611057_Fig7){#fig7}

Characterization of dormant CMZ tip cells {#s10}
-----------------------------------------

Using Zebrabow-based clonal analysis, we characterized the cell cluster at the CMZ tip region where RSCs reside. Within the cell cluster, our analysis revealed RSCs to be the second to third cells ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) that grew continuous retinal clones that remained attached to the original positions. Previously, this clonal topology has been described as the gold standard to identify genuine RSCs in frogs and fish ([@bib83]; [@bib11], [@bib12]; [@bib81]).

Surprisingly, we also discovered dormant CMZ cells located as the very first cells within the CMZ tip region ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To our knowledge, these cells have not been analyzed previously, but our results suggest they might function as a critical part of the RSC niche. These cells shared a characteristic cell shape polarity, forming a cell layer at the most peripheral circumference of the retina proximal to the lens. In the sagittal view, they look prolonged, fusiform, and perpendicular to other CMZ cells in 3D space ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), whereas they appeared rounded from a front view. Distinct from RSCs, these tip-most cells were not in direct contact with local blood vessels, which were apposed to the tip CMZ region.

An overarching characteristic of these tip cells was dormancy, as they were cycling extremely slowly. Indeed, we rarely observed any cell division during our experimental time window from 3--14 dpf ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Considering that the retina grows significantly over this time ([@bib11]), the dormant CMZ tip cells were certainly not an active contributor to retinal growth before 14 dpf. However, we cannot exclude an important role for these tip cells in maintaining RSCs, as they are direct neighbors in the CMZ. Also, it will be particularly interesting to assess whether the dormant CMZ tip cells observed here are the pigmented stem cells that have been described previously ([@bib83]; [@bib11]).

The role of local blood vessels {#s11}
-------------------------------

In our analysis, another highlighted characteristic of the niche is its association with local blood vessels. Two rings of vessels surround the most peripheral circumference of the CMZ: the AHVs residing at the basal side of the CMZ tip region and the SAVs located at the side of the RPE ([@bib39]). This spatial organization raises an interesting question as to whether the cells located between the two blood vessel rings provide niches for RSCs and pigmented stem cells. Interestingly, the vessels directly contact putative RSCs but not the dormant CMZ tip cells, suggesting a potential interaction specifically with the stem cells. In fact, the association of blood vessels and neural stem cells is a highly conserved phenotype in other central nervous system (CNS) niches, including the subventricular zone and the subgranular zone ([@bib61]; [@bib8]; [@bib53]; [@bib71]; [@bib77]; [@bib27]; [@bib29]; [@bib48]; [@bib59]). In culture assays, vessel endothelial cells facilitate the proliferation and differentiation of neural stem cells ([@bib70]; [@bib75]). In this study, we demonstrated that removal of local vessels using the drug Ki8751 dramatically reduces cell proliferation of CMZ cells as well as the CMZ size and results in smaller eyes. However, how the vascular cells interact with RSCs remains elusive. Single cell profiling of RSCs might reveal molecular cues underlying the cell--cell interaction.

Lineage specification of RSCs {#s12}
-----------------------------

How is the RSC lineage specified? In the current study, we first identified SPs as the cells located in the second most peripheral layer of cells in developing optic cups at 24 hpf. These RSCs gave rise to cell clusters of the CMZ tip region, including the dormant tip cells and RSCs. Inferring from lineage patterns of SPs ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), the ratio of the number of RSCs to that of dormant CMZ tip cells was estimated to be ∼1:5 upon birth, which is in perfect agreement with the factor of ∼1:5 concluded from our topology analysis of dormant CMZ tip cells and RSCs ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the balance in numbers of both cell types is achieved as early as their birth. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the additional expansion of newborn RSCs through vertical divisions within a short period after RSC occurs, because an increase in vertical divisions was observed between 48--72 hpf ([Fig. 5 H](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Intriguingly, our lineage analysis identifies a novel population of bipotent embryonic cells capable of generating both RSC lineages and RPE lineages as the origin of the SPs. The existence of such bipotent cells indicates a role for the mixed-lineage state having an ability to produce multiple cell lineages. In fact, the loss or significant reduction of the CMZ in many mutants often accompanies a significant increase in the pigment cells ([@bib82]). We speculate that a disturbance of lineage choices of these bipotent cells between RSCs and RPE might account for the phenotype of thickening the RPE in CMZ-deficit mutants. Recently, similar mixed-lineage states manifested in hematopoietic stem cells by single-cell RNA sequencing have been shown to be essential in cell lineage divergence and specification ([@bib58]). In addition, our findings highlight a role for the cell cycle in RSC lineage specification. The SPs are slowly cycling cells, which generated a four-cell clone from 24--72 hpf, whereas their embryonic counterparts in the developing retina divide every ∼6--10 h and form clones of 11--12 cells over the same development period ([@bib34]). Moreover, we observed a dramatic slowdown of the cell cycle length from bipotent cells (∼4--8 h) to the SPs (∼12--28 h). In the mammalian CNS, slow cycling also has been shown to be a property of neural stem cell--producing precursors ([@bib28]). Our findings suggest mixed-lineage states of bipotent cells as well as lengthening of the cell cycle as characteristics of lineage specification of RSCs in lower vertebrate retinas. Collectively, our anatomical and clonal data provide an insightful demonstration of embryonic development of RSC lineages and thereby lays out an integrated framework of the lineage basis of the production of a vertebrate CNS stem cell niche.

Materials and methods {#s13}
=====================

Zebrafish maintenance and embryo manipulations {#s14}
----------------------------------------------

Zebrafish were maintained and bred at 27.5°C. Embryos were harvested and kept in the embryo medium (0.294 g/liter NaCl, 0.0127 g/liter KCl, 0.0485 g/liter CaCl~2~ · 2 H~2~O, 0.0813 g/liter MgSO~4~ · 7 H~2~O, 0.3 g/liter sea salt, and 2 × 10^−4^ g/liter methylene blue) at 28.5°C and staged in hpf. Embryos were treated with 0.003% phenylthiourea (Sigma-Aldrich) from 10 hpf to delay pigmentation and anaesthetized by 0.04% MS-222 (Sigma-Aldrich) before live imaging.

Transgenic lines and constructs {#s15}
-------------------------------

Tg(*UAS:Zebrabow*) was a gift from A. Pan (Georgia Regents University, Augusta, GA); Tg(*eEF1α:GAL4VP16*) was a gift from A. Fleming (University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England, UK); TG(*rx2:GFPcaax*) was a gift from J. Wittbrodt and L. Centamin (University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany); Tg(*UAS:kaede*) was a gift from K. O'Hare (University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England, UK); and Tg(*actin:H~2~BGFP*) and the multicolor transgenic line ([@bib3]) were gifts from W.A. Harris (University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England, UK). All other transgenic lines used in this study were generated by DNA injection at the one-cell stage.

To create a *kdrl* BAC construct, the BAC clone CH211-276G21 was obtained from the BACPAC Resources Center, and the BAC plasmid *kdrl:mCherrycaax* was constructed as described previously ([@bib76]). In brief, the *iTol2* cassette was amplified from the *piTol2-Amp* plasmid and introduced into the BAC DNA by the recombination reaction. The insertion plasmid of PIGCN21*-mCherrycaax-PA-frt-neo-frt* was constructed, and the 50-bp recombination arms were added by the PCR amplification. After DNA recombination in the SW105 bacterial strain, the neo selection maker was removed by 0.1% arabinose (Sigma-Aldrich) at 32°C for 1 h. All used primers are listed as followed: *pTARBAC_iTol2* forward, 5′-GCGTAAGCGGGGCACATTTCATTACCTCTTTCTCCGCACCCGACATAGATCCCTGCTCGAGCCGGGCCCAAGTG-3′; *pTARBAC_iTol2* reverse, 5′-GCGGGGCATGACTATTGGCGCGCCGGATCGATCCTTAATTAAGTCTACTAATTATGATCCTCTAGATCAGATCT-3′; left arm *mCherry* forward, 5′-TTATCATACATCAAGAGAAATTAAGTTCTGGACTACTGCAGCCGCATCCGCCACCATGGTGAGCAAGGGC-3′; and right arm *PIGCN21R* reverse, 5′-GTGCTTCTTGAGTGGTTAATTTACTATCAGAGTGGAGAACACTCACTCCTGAGGAGGCTTTTTTGGAGGCT-3′.

To create Tg(*rx2-dsGFP*), an *rx2:dsGFP* plasmid was constructed by replacing the *GFPcaax* DNA fragment with a destabilized GFP (*dsGFP*) DNA fragment in the plasmid *rx2:GFPcaax*. The *dsGFP* fragment was amplified from the plasmid *pCAG-GFPd2* (Addgene) using the following primers: *dsGFP* forward (EcoRV), 5′-GCAGATATCGCCACCATGGTGAGCAAGGG-3′; and *dsGFP* reverse (NotI), 5′-ATAAGAATGCGGCCGCGAGTGCGGCCGCGCATCT-3′.

To create Tg(*actin:H~2~BCFP*), the *actin:H~2~BCFP* plasmid was constructed by using the gateway method. For mRNA synthesis, the plasmids of pCS2*-H~2~BPSmOrange*, pCS2*-Cre*, and pCS2*-nlskaede* were constructed.

mRNA injection {#s16}
--------------

For synthesis mRNA, *H~2~BPSmOrange*, *Cre*, or *nlskaede*, the plasmids pCS2*-H~2~BPSmOrange*, pCS2*-Cre*, or pCS2*-nlskaede* were digested by the NotI enzyme, and the linearized DNA was used as the template for mRNA synthesis by using an mMESSAGE mMACHINE SP6 Transcription kit (AM1340M; Ambion).

Drug treatment {#s17}
--------------

To remove the blood vessels surrounding the CMZ, embryos of Tg(*rx2:GFPcaax::kdrl:mCherrycaax*) were treated with 50 nM Ki8751 in 0.05% DMSO (SelleckChem) at 28.5°C from 38--44 hpf. The control group was treated with 0.05% DMSO from 38--44 hpf. After treatment, the embryos were washed with the embryo medium at least three times and raised in the medium at 28.5°C until desired time points for imaging analysis.

Single cell labeling and lineage analysis {#s18}
-----------------------------------------

To label CMZ cells, 150 pg *H~2~BPSmOrange* mRNA and 5 pg *Cre* mRNA were injected into Tg(e*EF1α:Gal4VP16::UAS:Zebrabow*) embryos at the single-cell stage. To label SPs and bipotent cells, 8 pg *nlskaede* mRNA was injected into AB embryos at 4- to 32-cell stages, and individual cells were labeled by the photoconversion of *nlskaede* at 18 or 24 hpf. Developing clones were examined at various time points, such as at 22, 26, and 48 hpf for the clones labeled at 18 hpf and at 24, 48, and 72 hpf for the ones labeled at 24 hpf. To label SPs using Tg(*eEF1α:Gal4VP16::UAS:kaede*), individual cells were labeled by the photoconversion of *kaede* at 24 hpf and followed at 48 and 72 hpf.

The photoconversion of *kaede* and *nlskaede* was conducted by the exposure to 405-nm lasers with 2--3 pulses (3 s; 5% laser power/pulse) on a confocal microscope (Olympus). To distinguish bipotent cells, a rephotoconversion procedure was performed to mark one sister cell more in red by the exposure to 405-nm lasers with 2--3 pulses (2 s; 5% laser power/pulse) once more.

FISH {#s19}
----

The open reading frame fragments of *rx2*, *mz98*, and *tfec* were amplified and inserted into T vectors using the following primers: *tfec* forward, 5′-GAGAACTCCAAGTACCACCTCAAC-3′; *tfec* reverse, 5′-GAGATCGTCTGTTTCCTCTGAGC-3′; *rx2* forward, 5′-ATGCATCTGTCACCAGATACC-3′; *rx2* reverse, 5′-TTACATGGGTTGCCAGGTTT-3′; *mz98* forward, 5′-TTTGTGGCGAATGCGGG-3′; and *mz98* reverse, 5′-GAAGTTCTGTATCAATGTCAGCATC-3′.

The FITC-labeled *rx2* antisense probe was prepared by using the T7 RNA Polymerase kit (Promega) and FITC RNA Labeling kit (Roche). The digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled *mz98* and *tfec* antisense probes were prepared by using the T7 RNA Polymerase kit and DIG RNA Labeling kit (Roche). Zebrafish embryos (18 hpf or 5 dpf) were fixed in 4% PFA (Electron Microscopy Services) at 4°C overnight followed by the dehydration in 30% sucrose and then were sectioned for 20-µm-thick slices transversely. The slices were dried, fixed in 4% PFA at RT for 15 min and washed with PBS at RT for 3 min. To block the activity of the endogenous peroxidase, all slices were treated with 0.1% H~2~O~2~ at RT for 30 min. After being washed twice with PBS at RT for 3 min, slices were treated with 10 µg/ml proteinase K (Sigma-Aldrich) in TE (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, and 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) at 37°C for 5--12 min followed by the treatment with 4% PFA at RT for 10 min. Subsequently, all slices were washed with PBS at RT for 3 min followed by the incubation in 0.2 M HCl at RT for 10 min. After being washed with PBS for 3 min, all slices were sequentially incubated with 0.1 M triethanol amine--HCl (662.5 µl triethanol amine and 1.35 ml 1 M HCl; adding water to the final volume of 50 ml, pH 8.0) at RT for 1 min and in 0.1 M triethanol amine--HCl containing 0.25% acetic anhydrate at RT for 10 min. After being washed in PBS at RT for 3 min, samples were dehydrated in a series of 60%, 80%, 95%, and twice in 100% ethanol at RT for 90 s. Slices were then incubated in the hybridization buffer (50% formamide \[Sigma-Aldrich\], 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 200 µg/ml yeast tRNA \[Invitrogen\], and 10% dextran sulfate \[Ambion\]) containing 1 µg/ml probes at 60°C overnight. On the next day, slices were washed sequentially with 5×SSC at 65°C for 30 min, 2×SSC with 50% formamide at 65°C for 30 min, TNE buffer (100 ml TNE consisting of 1 ml 1 M Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, 10 ml 5 M NaCl, and 0.2 ml 0.5 M EDTA) at 37°C for 10 min and then with TNE buffer with 20 µg/ml RNaseA at 37°C for 30 min. Subsequently, samples were washed with 2×SSC at 60°C for 20 min, 0.2×SSC at 60°C for 20 min, and 0.1×SSC at RT for 20 min. Next, samples were blocked by TN buffer at RT for 5 min (200 ml TN buffer consisting of 20 ml 1 M Tris, pH 7.5, 6 ml 5 M NaCl, and 174 ml water) followed by TNB buffer (TN buffer + 0.5% blocking reagent; Roche) at RT for 5 min. Finally, slices were incubated in TNB buffer with sheep anti--DIG-AP (1:1,000; Roche) and sheep anti--FITC-HRP (1:1,000; Roche) at 4°C overnight. On the third day, the signal was detected by the Tyramide Signal Amplification kit (Invitrogen) followed by the 2-hydroxy-3-naphtoic acid-2'-phenylamilide phosphate kit (Roche).

BrdU, pH3, and Tunel staining {#s20}
-----------------------------

For BrdU and pH3 labeling, the control and ki8751-treated Tg(*rx2:GFPcaax::kdrl:mCherrycaax*) embryos at 5 dpf were treated with 10 mM BrdU (5-bromo-20-deoxyuridine; B5002; Sigma-Aldrich) at 28.5°C for 30 min. After being rinsed with the embryo medium three times, embryos were fixed with 10% formalin (Sigma-Aldrich) at 4°C overnight. After dehydration, embedding and sectioning were performed according to the standard procedure. 20-µm-thick slices were sectioned. After being washed with 1×PBS for 10 min three times, the sections were treated with 2 M HCl at RT for 1 h followed by neutralization with 0.1 M sodium borate solution at RT for 10 min. The sections were washed with 1×PBS for 10 min for three times and permeabilized in 1×PBS with 0.5% Triton X-100 for 10 min. After the incubation with 5% BSA solution (Sigma-Aldrich) at RT for 1 h, samples were incubated with the rat anti-BrdU antibody (1:600; Abcam) and mouse anti-pH3 antibody (1:500; Abcam) at 4°C overnight. Samples were then washed with 1×PBS and then incubated with Alexa Fluor 647--conjugated goat anti--rat IgG antibody (1:1,000; Invitrogen) and Alexa Fluor 594--conjugated donkey anti--mouse IgG antibody (1:1,000; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.) at RT for 2 h. DAPI staining was performed according to the standard protocol. Slices were finally mounted using the fluorescent mounting medium (Sigma-Aldrich). The Tunel assay was performed according to the protocol of Tunel Apoptosis Detection kit (FITC; 40306ES50; Yeason).

BrdU-, pH3-, and Tunel-positive cells from three slices of one retina were counted, and six retinas were analyzed for each group. The second, fourth, and sixth sections from a given retina were selected for the analysis to avoid the sampling bias.

Wholemount immunohistology {#s21}
--------------------------

Tg(*rx2:dsGFP*) zebrafish larva at 5 dpf treated with 0.003% phenylthiourea were fixed with 10% formalin at RT for 1 h followed by washing with 1×PTw (PBS + 0.1% Tween-20) three times for 5 min. The embryos were then soaked in the scale solution at 37°C overnight and washed once with 1×PTw for 5 min. After the following incubation in blocking buffer (10% sheep serum, 1% BSA, and 0.8% Triton X-100 in 1×PTw) at 4°C overnight, the embryos were incubated in the GFP antibody (1:200; Proteintech) at 4°C for 2 d. After being washed with 1×PTw three times, these embryos were incubated with Alexa Fluor 488--conjugated goat anti--rabbit secondary antibody (1:1,000; Invitrogen) at 4°C for 2 d. The embryos were then washed and embedded in 1% low melting point agarose (Sigma-Aldrich) for imaging.

Scale method {#s22}
------------

To make brain tissues transparent for imaging, the embryos were fixed with 10% formalin for 1 h at RT and soaked in the scale solution (20% glycerol, 0.1% Triton X-100, and 1 M urea; [@bib31]) at 37°C overnight. Treated tissues were kept in the scale solution at 4°C until imaging.

Imaging acquisition and analysis {#s23}
--------------------------------

Image acquisition was performed on an inverted confocal microscope system (FV1200) or an upright two-photon microscope (Olympus). For fixed samples, embryos were embedded in 1% agarose. For live embryos, they were anaesthetized by 0.04% MS222 and subsequently embedded in 1% agarose with 0.04% MS222. Images were taken by using a 30× 1.05 NA or 60× 1.3 NA silicon oil objective (Olympus) with 488-nm and/or 559-nm lasers.

For time lapse from 18--24 hpf, Tg(*actin:H~2~BGFP*) embryos injected with *H~2~BPSmOrange* mRNA were embedded in 1% agarose with 0.04% MS222. The image dish was filled with embryonic medium, and z stack images were taken every 135 s at 28.5°C. For time lapse from 24--48 hpf, Tg(e*EF1α:Gal4VP16::UAS:kaede*) embryos at 24 hpf were anesthetized with 0.04% MS222 and mounted in 0.6% agarose. Z stack images were taken every 1 h until the cell division of individual photoconverted cells at 28.5°C.

Fluoview software (Olympus) and ImageJ (1.49k; National Institutes of Health) were used to process acquired 2D images. 3D image stacks were analyzed using Imaris software (Bitplane). To achieve standard CMZ structure, a slicer was created along the diameter of the lens but perpendicular to blood vessels surrounding the CMZ using the orthogonal camera in Imaris. The detailed 3D structure of CMZ cells was then inspected by rotating the slicer. Time-lapse videos and all animations were created using the Imaris Animation module.

Statistical analysis {#s24}
--------------------

Excel (Microsoft) was used for data analysis. All values are given as means ± SD. Statistical analysis was performed by Student's *t* test (\*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.001).

Online supplemental material {#s25}
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows the characteristics of RSCs. Fig. S2 shows the characteristics of dormant CMZ tip cells. Fig. S3 shows the effects of Ki8751 on the development of retinas. Fig. S4 shows lineage analysis of PPs. Fig. S5 shows the cell division of an SP. Video 1 shows 3D animation of an eye of the Tg(*rx2:GFPcaax::kdrl:mCherrycaax*). Video 2 shows 3D animation of the optical sections of the CMZ in the Tg(*rx2:GFPcaax::kdrl:mCherrycaax*). Video 3 shows 3D animation of an eye of the Tg(*kdrl:mCherrycaax*) treated with Ki8751. Video 4 shows 3D animation of a PP and an SP at the peripheral retina. Video 5 shows a time-lapse video of a migrating cell in the ML.

Supplementary Material
======================
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